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File format must be JPEG (.jpg) or PNG (.png) only. 
The minimum pixel size is 1500 on the longest side (for a portrait image, the height should be this size or greater, and for
Landscape, the width will have to be that size or greater in pixels) at 300 dpi. 
We recommend a pixel size of 2000 pixels on the largest dimension (either height or width). 
The maximum file size is 24MB. If your image file size is larger than this, use a photo or image editing program to reduce the size
of the image before uploading. 

PHOTOGRAPHY IMAGE REQUIREMENTS

Some of the accepted art forms include: Assemblage, collage,
digital art (no AI), drawing, fibre art, glass art, mosaic,
painting, photography, and printmaking. The most important
thing is that it is 2D and we can hang it on a wall.

ACCEPTED MEDIUMS 
We are looking for artworks that focus on the experiences
of folks who have lived with either an eating disorder, body
image dissatisfaction/distress or body dysmorphia. We
want to acknowledge that there is a range of emotions,
thoughts, and feelings when it comes to these challenges,
and we hope that the artworks we receive will reflect this. 

PARAMETERS

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
Applications will open on April 1, 2024 at 10am and will close on May 2, 2024 at 5pm

Application Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOBESEENARTAPPLICATION

It’s very likely someone you know is living with an eating
disorder. Sheena’s Place offers in-person and virtual group-
based support to individuals aged 17+ affected by an eating
disorder or disordered eating. Our groups are free and
participants do not require an eating disorder diagnosis or
referral to register. Sheena’s Place is committed to inspiring
hope, reducing stigma, raising awareness and offering
meaningful help and information at all stages of recovery.
Learn more about Sheena’s Place. 

ABOUT SHEENA’S PLACE ABOUT THE COMBINE
The space is an ongoing experiment that ingeniously
transforms a conventional office into a vibrant community-
driven social club and creative hub that encourages
interaction and collaboration, where knowledge is shared
and where ideas come to life.

We are seeking artists to support our cause by donating your pieces to be auctioned off during the exhibit. Each donated piece will
also be included in our fundraising auction, with 70% of the sale going to support Sheena’s Place, and the remaining 30% going to
the artist. Artists can submit more than one piece. 

INTERESTED IN DONATING A PIECE?

ARTWORK LABELS
Securely affix a label to the back of the artwork that includes
the following information:

Name as it appears on your submission entry
Artwork title

OTHER MEDIUMS
We recommend that pieces be no smaller than 5” x 7”. Anything that is 

Not an original piece
AI generated or 
A promotion of diet culture

WE WILL NOT ACCEPT

FILE UPLOADS OR URLS
Please provide a hyperlink to your artwork and/or upload
the file to our Sharepoint folder. If you choose to upload
your work, please label it in the following format:  

[Last Name]_[Artwork title].[Format] 
For example, Doe_Title.jpeg 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TOBESEENARTAPPLICATION
http://www.sheenasplace.org/

